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After several decades of development, Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) are
now exerting a more significant impact on healthcare practices than ever before.
Although most of the reasons for implementing EMRs focus on improving medical care
as a whole, one must also consider the effects increased EMR use may have at the level
of the patient-physician encounter. In this paper, both the advantages and disadvantages
of EMR use, especially with respect to the patient-physician relationship, are examined,
particularly in terms of patient trust, security of patient information, and quality of
healthcare. The United States healthcare system stands on the brink of a new age of
electronic health information technology. The potential for innovation within this new
technology represents a great opportunity for the future of medicine. However, in seeking
to implement EMRs caution must be exercised to ensure that implementation does not
have adverse effects on the personal nature of the patient-physician relationship—an
important issue that must be addressed in order preserve the integrity of healthcare in the
new electronic age.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction to Electronic Medical Records
Electronic medical records (EMR) software is a rapidly changing and often
misunderstood technology with the potential to cause great change within the medical
field. Unfortunately, many healthcare providers fail to understand the complex functions
of EMRs, and they rather choose to use them as a mere alternative to paper records. 1
EMRs, however, have many functionalities and uses that could help to improve the
patient-physician relationship and the overall quality of patient care. In order for this
potential to be realized, both the patient and the healthcare provider must have a deeper
understanding of EMR purpose and function. In this chapter I will provide an
introduction to the modern EMR in terms of the basic definition, the historical
development, relevant government legislation, and its potential effects on the patient
physician relationship in order to provide an adequate backdrop for understanding many
of the current problems and benefits associated with EMR implementation.
Definitions: EMR vs. EHR
In order to investigate the effects of electronic medical records, a definition for
the electronic medical record must first be established, as the term has become
increasingly ambiguous and is often confused with the electronic health record (EHR).
Although many people, including those within the healthcare industry have used the
terms EMR and EHR interchangeably, “these terms describe completely different
concepts, both of which are crucial to the success of local, regional, and national goals to
1
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improve patient safety, improve the quality and efficiency of patient care, and reduce
healthcare delivery costs.”2 The term EMR refers to the computerized application that is
used to create the legal record of patient information and data at the point of contact
between the patient and the healthcare providers. It is the record of what occurred during
the patient visit. It may include assessments, plans, prescriptions for medications, and
notes by the care providers. The EMR exists within a software application sold by any of
a number of vendors including but not limited to industry leaders Epic, Siemens, and
MEDITECH.3
The term EHR, on the other hand, consists of a compilation of encounters
documented in EMRs which gives a more complete view of the health history of the
patient across multiple healthcare providers and over an extended period of time.4 The
existence of an effective EHR is dependent upon clinical EMR software that is both
compatible with other vendors’ software and can share data with other providers across a
national network. Increasingly, it is the goal of healthcare policy to implement EMRs in
such a way that an EHR can be created, maintained, and accessed throughout a patient’s
lifetime. However, the creation of an EHR is the topic of another discussion entirely
which possess its own set of dilemmas and questions. From this point forward, EMRs
will be the sole topic of this discussion.

2
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Tracing the Development of EMRs
To understand many of the issues that physicians and patients face when
encountering modern EMR systems, it is important to understand the process that has
lead to the creation of many of the EMR systems as they stand today. Beginning in the
1960s, computers were first introduced into the healthcare setting for administrative and
business purposes. This was similar to many other industries that were beginning to
implement computers at the time. However, it didn’t take long for people to recognize the
vast potential of computers to revolutionize the way that medical information was
processed. Specifically, “early work in medical informatics focused on clinical
computing with a clear goal—to improve clinical decisions and reduce medical errors.”5
In a sense, the basic models and goals for the earliest EMR systems bear a striking
similarity to those of modern EMRs.
These early pioneers of medical informatics were met with resistance on many
fronts. Healthcare administrators, whose approval was needed to allocate the necessary
funding, were often unwilling to invest in these novel systems for a variety of reasons .
The effectiveness of the early EMRs was uncertain, and this uncertainty gave the
administrators little reason to do away with their reliable paper records. Additionally, the
cost of implementing such systems was prohibitive given the minimal perceived benefits.
Physicians, too, had little motivation to endorse the adoption of EMRs, for a
variety of reasons. In the 1970’s and 1980’s, physicians viewed these intrusive computer
systems as awkward and restrictive. Up until the widespread use of the Windows
5
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operating system in the early 1990’s, the user interfaces for these early EMRs were
cumbersome and difficult to navigate.4 The shortcomings in the interface, no matter how
nuanced the software, obstructed the physicians workflow, and thus these early systems
were unable to help optimize patient care.
More importantly, many physicians feared that the advent of EMRs and
healthcare computer programs could undermine some of the most basic tenets of their
existence. In an age when the physician was the gate keeper to the entire healthcare
system, physicians only sought the adoption of technologies that advanced their
autonomy, not technologies that limited their autonomy.4 The clinical decision support
software elements that were being introduced seemed to take the art out of the practice of
medicine by reducing its practice to mathematical formulas and binary decision trees.6
Physicians were worried that shifting some of their responsibilities of remembering facts
and decision making to computers could limit their clinical freedom and also devalue
their profession in the eyes of the public.7 Physicians were well respected for their ability
to make tough decisions and perform complex procedures. Allowing computers to
perform these same functions in place of the physicians seemed to undercut the thousands
of years that had been spent refining the art of medicine.
By the 1990’s, advances in computer technology and networking began to make
widespread implementation of EMRs appear more feasible. In 1991, the Institute of
Medicine (IOM) released its first of many reports that addressed the increasingly pressing
6
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issue of EMRs, entitled The Computer-based Patient Record: An essential technology for
health care. The report seriously considered models for an electronic record that could be
created to complement the unique problems facing the United States healthcare system in
the coming years.8 The influence of the IOM reports coupled with greater technological
feasibility enabled more effective EMR software to continue to be developed throughout
the 1990’s.
By the early 2000’s computer technology and industry attitudes appeared to be
more conducive than ever to the widespread implementation of EMR software. User
interfaces were less cumbersome, and physicians were becoming increasingly
comfortable using computers to perform tasks. Despite these factors, however,
widespread implementation had yet to be achieved. By 2001, only 18.1% of office based
physicians demonstrated any level EMR use, let alone the fully functional levels
prescribed in the IOM reports.9 EMR use in hospital settings was even lower.10 In 2001,
the IOM released a report entitled Crossing the Quality Chasm, in which the recognized
that a dramatic change was needed to push EMR usage to an effective level. The report
states that “in the absence of a national commitment and financial support to build a
national health information infrastructure, the committee believes that progress on quality
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improvement will be painfully slow.”11 It would take a few more years, but eventually the
United States government would pledge the commitment and support that the IOM
prescribed.
Government Legislation and Meaningful Use
In 2009, the United States government demonstrated that strong national
commitment to EMR implementation by passing the Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act) as a part of the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act.12 The passage of this act represented the first formal attempt by
the government to push healthcare providers to implement EMRs on a national scale.
Starting in 2011, the government began providing incentives to physicians and hospitals
for demonstrating “meaningful use” of clinical EMR applications. These incentives
programs are scheduled to continue until the year 2015, at which point healthcare
providers who fail to demonstrate “meaningful use” will be penalized by the
implementation of reimbursement cuts.13 While this is certainly a bold step towards the
widespread use of EMRs, this system of implementation is not without its share of
potential pitfalls that may affect both physicians and patients.
One of the major issues concerning the HITECH act is the ambiguity surrounding
the term “meaningful use.” The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has
published over 900 pages of criteria for defining “meaningful use,” but such a convoluted
and technical definition has resulted in a lack of understanding of the term on the part of
11
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many healthcare providers. Unknowingly, many of these providers have adopted EMR
software that is not capable of performing all of the duties outlined by CMS. 14
Consequently, some patients may be receiving sub-optimal care according to the
“meaningful” use guidelines, because their physician’s EMR lacks several important
functions. Additionally, hospital administrators and physicians who are eager to receive
their part of the incentives in this tough economic climate may be pushing themselves to
implement EMRs at a faster rate than is appropriate to ensure staff proficiency with the
software. Such economic pressure on the healthcare providers is excellent for convincing
them to adopt EMRs, but unfortunately it may also pressure some providers into adopting
EMRs too hastily. These issues concerning the definition of “meaningful use” and proper
implementation standards must be addressed if EMRs are to be successfully introduced
into the desired scope of clinical settings.
Preserving the Patient-physician Relationship
It appears that the HITECH act will be able to persuade healthcare providers to
adopt EMRs at a faster rate than ever before, and healthcare providers must also be
intentional about preserving the integrity of the patient-physician relationship during this
transition period and beyond. When everyone is focused on the clinical or fiscal effects of
EMR software implementation, it is easy to lose sight of the abstract notion of the
relationship between the patient and the physician. The interaction between the patient
and the physician during a clinical encounter has remained roughly the same throughout
the course of modern medicine in terms of the way that information has been documented
and presented to the patient. The paper record provided a concrete, confidential, and
14
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portable method of record keeping as the physician interacted with the patient, pen in
hand and file in front of him. The EMR has changed this mode of interaction by moving
the record from a tangible paper held by the physician, to an abstract electronic database
displayed on a computer screen. The way that physicians present data to patients and the
way in which patients receive this information has been forever changed, and this change
must not be overlooked.
The adoption of EMRs has been a long time coming for the medical system, and it
finally appears that EMRs are here to stay. As this mode of information management is
established, however, the interactions that constitute the patient-physician relationship
will change. Both the patient and the physician will be presented with their own unique
set of challenges as they adapt to this new paradigm for medical information and clinical
practice. Over the course of the next two chapters, I will examine the positive and
negative impact of EMRs from the both the perspective of the healthcare provider
(Chapter 2) and the perspective of the patient (Chapter 3) in terms of the patientphysician relationship and the quality of care.

8

CHAPTER TWO
EMRs from the Healthcare Provider’s Perspective
In order to understand the effects of EMR use on the patient-physician
relationship, I will first examine how EMR implementation may affect each entity, the
healthcare provider and the patient, separately. In this chapter I will focus on the
perspective of the healthcare provider. Specifically, I will discuss the effects of EMR use
in terms of three areas in which EMRs have a substantial impact for the physician: cost of
implementation, efficiency and workflow, and communication with the patient.
Cost of Implementation
As discussed in chapter 1, one of the most historically controversial factors
affecting the implementation of EMRs has been the potential costs weighed against the
financial gains of implementation. For years, healthcare administrators cited financial
unfeasibility as one of the primary reasons for choosing not to implement EMR
technology. And for many years they were right. 1 However, the current climate
surrounding EMR implementation, coupled with the incentives outlined in the HITECH
act, suggests that the adoption of EMRs can have a positive financial impact on the
healthcare provider. This attitude of financial hope concerning EMRs is essential if the
patient is to benefit from the widespread physician use of EMRs.
Nevertheless, transitioning to the full use of an EMR system can be financially
strenuous for physicians that have only used paper records, and the increased costs of this
transition have the potential to be passed on to the patient in a variety of ways. One study
suggests that up-front costs associated with EMR implementation can range from
1
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$16,000 to $36,000 per physician for small group or solo practicing physicians.2 While
some may assume that “meaningful use” incentives from the HITECH act cover all over
these costs, this is not so. With a maximum first year payout of $18,000 per physician,
these incentives cannot cover all of the costs of EMR implementation.3 The payouts from
the HITECH act are certainly helpful in offsetting some of the costs. However, these
payouts assume that providers are meeting the criteria defined under “meaningful use.” In
reality, many providers do not meet all of those criteria immediately, as many providers
choose to implement EMRs gradually, over an extended period of months or years.4 In
this case, the providers would not receive any compensation until all of the standards for
“meaningful use” are met. Consequently, many physicians and healthcare providers are
forced to find other ways to offset some of the additional costs of EMR implementation,
which can often mean direct consequences for the physician and for the patient-physician
relationship.
Healthcare providers attempt to offset the costs of EMR adoption as much as
possible, and often these attempts to maintain revenues can result in compromising the
quality of the patient-physician relationship. For example, learning how to use EMR
software takes time, and physicians should account for this learning curve by scheduling
fewer patients during the period of transition from paper records. However, doing so
would result in additional financial costs from lost patient visits and procedures. As a
result, many physicians are hesitant to incur these costs in addition to the expensive base
cost of EMR implementation. Instead, they are pressured into shortening time with
patients or working longer days in order to see the same number of patients and to
2
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maintain previous revenue levels as they struggle to learn how to use the new EMR
system.4 These stubborn scheduling practices during transition result in the physician
spending a smaller amount of time with each patient. This shorter patient contact time coupled with the inherent learning curve of EMR software - has the capacity to cause the
physician to neglect some needs of the patient either purposefully or accidentally.
Although the initial costs associated with EMR implementation are significant,
long-term financial gains have the potential to outweigh the high initial costs. In one costbenefit analysis, researchers projected a median five year net benefit of nearly $86,400
per provider after the adoption of comprehensive EMR software.5 The estimated financial
gain is a result of savings in several areas including reduced clerical costs, increased
efficiency in prescribing, reduction in clinical and clerical errors, and increased efficiency
in billing. These are only some of the major contributing factors that were taken into
account for the aforementioned study. There are many other factors that could compound
the financial gain that have not been taken into account. It is easy to see how many of
these factors could help to improve patient care as well. Further, with the increase in
savings from EMR adoption, physicians may be able to reduce the number of patients
they see in a given day, thereby increasing the length and personal nature of each visit.
Overall, the monetary costs of EMR implementation are very favorable for
strengthening the patient-physician relationship. The significant initial costs are generally
recouped within a few years of use, and the financial gain thereafter is potentially very
high. Many of the factors that contribute to financial savings are also positive for the
patient-physician relationship. In a world where there is increasing financial strain on
4
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healthcare providers, EMR technology has the potential to ease some of that financial
burden. As physicians begin to realize financial gains associated with EMR use, they can
be enabled to provide better care for their patients instead of worrying about the financial
bottom line.
EMRs and Physician Efficiency
For physicians considering adopting a new EMR system, one of the issues of
greatest concern is the impact that the EMR will have on their workflow and efficiency. 6
Many physicians are concerned that using EMR software instead of paper records will
slow them down and cause them to be less efficient.7 Often, these physicians are merely
afraid to change when they have been successful using paper records for their entire
careers previously. However, once the physician has learned to use the EMR software
effectively, electronic records actually help to increase efficiency and improve quality of
care.
Modern EMRs have the ability to enhance efficiency in a variety of ways.
Physicians with EMR systems in place have been shown to order fewer unnecessary
diagnostic tests than physicians using paper based records.8 A reduction in unnecessary
tests ordered could result in savings of time and money for both the physician and the
patient, which would increase productivity and patient satisfaction. Additionally, one
survey shows that physicians using EMRs are able to provide 7.5% more total services

6
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and 9.9% more diagnostic and screening services per 20-minute period.9 With this
increase in efficiency, physicians would have more time to dedicate to other facets of
patient care such as relating to the patient or to educating the patient on their particular
healthcare needs. Thus, the proficiency gained by the use of EMRs could certainly help to
increase quality of care by strengthening the patient-physician relationship.
While the implementation of an EMR system can help greatly to increase
physician efficiency, this benefit requires an initial investment in time to learn how to use
the software. During this learning period, the physician will most likely experience a
regression in productivity versus the paper record. Physicians who are learning a new
EMR system will have to spend time customizing their visit-specific or disease-specific
electronic forms. They have to redesign their workflow, both in the exam room and in
clinical operations. A host of other “complementary changes” are also required to tailor
the EMR to meet each healthcare provider’s specific needs.10 As discussed previously,
time should be budgeted accordingly in order to account for the learning curve.
Nevertheless, the physician may experience frustration during this period which may lead
to questioning the value of the EMR system.
It is important for the physician to persevere through the frustrations of learning
the software so that the physician can learn to utilize the full benefits of the EMR.
Additionally, studies have shown that it helps if physician groups have an “EMR
champion,” a physician who most strongly believes in the EMR software and who
motivates the other physicians to continue to learn as well.11 During this transition period,
which can last for months or even years, strains on the physician time and patience have
9
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the potential to harm the patient physician relationship if the physician is not dedicated to
maintaining high quality care.12 Although stresses may be placed on the physician during
transition, the physician should make every effort to limit the transference of these
problems to the patient so that the patient-physician relationship is not compromised.
EMRs have the capability to enhance physician efficiency greatly if the physician
is willing to commit to high levels of EMR usage. The greatest benefits of EMR adoption
are achieved when the physician commits to utilizing as many aspects of the software as
possible, even if full adoption occurs in stages at different levels of use. In fact, limiting
the implementation of EMR functionality to minimal levels can prove counterproductive
in both efficiency and cost.13, 14 This is why the United States government has called for
EMR incentives only to be given to those providers who demonstrate effective levels of
“meaningful use.”15 Comprehensive adoption of EMR software which includes features
such as electronic prescribing, patient portals, and full documentation provides the
greatest potential to ensure a high quality care for the patient. This high quality care,
coupled with the efficiency of physicians that have mastered high levels of EMR use, will
relieve the physician of some of the burdens of paper records, and it will allow the
physician to focus on caring for the patient and strengthening the patient-physician
relationship.

Physician Communication with the Patient

12
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One of the most basic, yet most commonly neglected areas that EMRs can have
an impact, is on the communication between the physician and the patient. Both at the
point of encounter and afterward, the adoption of EMRs represents a considerable change
in communication versus the paper record.
The most obvious change presented by EMR implementation is the presence of a
computer in the clinical examination room. The computer now demands a great deal of
the physician’s attention, when previously the clinical encounter consisted only of the
patient and the physician, with the physician perhaps jotting a few notes on the paper
record. Computers require much more focus in order to navigate the screens efficiently,
choose the correct options, and type in notes. One study reported that physicians spent
23% of visit time looking at the computer screen on average, and at times that number
reached as high as 40%.16 Additionally, entering data into the computer may require
intermittent breaks in communication while the physician just types and clicks for a
period of time. During such breaks in communication the patient may feel neglected, as if
the physician is not paying attention to them. While these computer related practices
could be considered harmful to the patient-physician relationship, the level and quality of
their impact largely depends upon the individual communication style of the physician
utilizing the EMR.
The manner in which a physician utilizes the various functions of an EMR in the
examination room in addition to his interpersonal style largely determines the flow of the
encounter. Some physicians enter the room and go straight to the computer so that they
can begin taking notes immediately. Other physicians first greet the patient and ignore the
16
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computer at the beginning of the visit and throughout the patient narrative, choosing to
enter notes after initially speaking with the patient. Also, some physicians attempt to
maintain conversation throughout the visit, even while using the computer, and others
prefer to alternate periods of focused conversation and focused computer use. Some
physicians like to finish the entirety of the note while in the room with the patient, and
others prefer to do the majority of their documentation at a remote station outside of the
examination room. The examples of different variations in use are many, so it is difficult
to make any generalized claims about the effects of EMRs on physician communication
with the patient.
However, there are certain patterns of usage that are most prevalent, and Schacack
et. al. have devised a classification system to describe the three most common types of
physician communication styles when using EMRs.17 The informational-ignoring style
focuses on gathering details and information in a manner which is often computer driven.
They are largely focused on the computer, choosing to converse while staring at the
screen and seldom turning to face the patient. The second style is the controllingmanagerial style. This physician chooses to alternate full attention between the patient
and the computer in intervals often indicated by turning to face either the patient or the
computer. The third style of communication is patient focused. Even when using the
computer these physicians position themselves facing toward the patient. The interaction
with the patient is more conversational, and the questions are less computer-driven. Each
style has its own set of pros and cons, and the quality of the patient-physician relationship
is largely determined by the physician style of EMR use during the encounter.
17
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Regardless of the specific style of communication, in many cases, the
implementation of EMRs alters the subject matter of the physician interview with the
patient from being narrative based to being more purely information driven. The content
of the EMR form is based on a preformatted set of questions and information queries that
prompts the physician to enter large amounts of data into the record. Several studies have
found that this information driven structure of the EMR often causes physicians to focus
on simply acquiring the data to fill in the appropriate fields on the computer screen rather
than taking a patient history in a more conversational or narrative format.18 Shachak et.
al. characterize the issue as follows:
“While having a positive impact on information related tasks and information
exchange (the first function of the medical interview), particularly about
medications, EMR had a negative impact on the second function – psychological
and emotional talk, establishing rapport with patients and patient centredness.”
In an effort to make full use of the vast data collecting and storing capabilities of EMR
software, physicians must be wary of turning the patient-physician encounter into a point
and click, data gathering experience, rather than a relational one.
The large amounts of data contained by the EMR can also help to improve
physician communication with the patient when some of that data or related information
is used to help educate the patient. Sharing information in the exam room such as
medication lists, previous visits notes, care plans, and online educational materials can
help to empower the patient during the visit so that he or she feels incorporated into the
decision making process.19 Additionally, this sharing of information can be extended to
beyond the exam room by the use of remote patient access portals via the internet. Some
18
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physicians fear that opening the medical record for patient access through a portal could
result in undue worry and an influx of unnecessary questions from patients. However,
recent studies indicate that patient portals actually have the opposite effect, by reducing
questions and making the exam room time more meaningful, because the patient is
educated about his or her current records.20 Patient Portals will be discussed in more
detail in the following chapter as they pertain more directly to the patient. When used for
educational purpose in both the exam room and through patient portals, EMR software
has the potential to enhance the quality of physician communication with the patient by
allowing the physician to empower the patient with information concerning his or her
medical

condition.

20
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CHAPTER THREE
EMRs from the Patient’s Perspective
When considering the impact of electronic medical records on the patientphysician relationship, one must be careful to remember the latter half of that couple.
Although policy makers and healthcare providers may be the ones making decisions
regarding the implementation of EMRs, it is important that the patients’ interests are not
forgotten in the process. In this chapter I will discuss the effects of EMRs on the patient
in terms of the following areas: patient portals, security, and reducing medical errors.
Patient Empowerment via EMR Patient Portals
While the effects of EMRs on patient-physician communication within the exam
room have been discussed in the previous chapter, EMRs also have the ability to
revolutionize how patients communicate with their physicians outside of the clinical
encounter. Increasingly, clinical EMR software is being coupled with a patient user
component that enables the patient to have remote access to their health information to
communicate with their healthcare provide. This software application is often referred to
as the patient portal, and it can be implemented with varying degrees of functionality and
access. The primary purpose of the patient portal is to improve quality of care by
educating the patient about his condition and facilitating more effective patient-physician
communication.
The scope of the functions that exist within any one patient portal application vary
widely amongst the healthcare providers that choose to implement them. At the most
simple level of implementation, patient portals can provide patients with services such as
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online scheduling of appointments or links to educational materials on the internet. All of
the information provided through these most basic portals is generic, and very little of it
is privacy-sensitive. However, even this limited amount of additional information given
to the patient outside of the clinic can help to empower the patient, and patients tend to
react positively to these portal functions.1 Online scheduling can be simpler than
attempting to call the doctor’s office, and patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes,
which require regular care and observation, could benefit from an easier method of
managing their numerous appointments. Additionally, if patients receive email reminders
regarding appointments that they scheduled themselves, then patients may feel a greater
degree of responsibility for their own care than if they had simply called and had a nurse
schedule their appointments.2
Many of these portals contain links to educational materials that help to inform
patients about their conditions. This is particularly helpful, as many patients are unhappy
with the amount of information they are able to receive during their limited time with the
doctor.3 If patients feel uncertain about what their doctor has told them during their
appointment, they can have the confidence of knowing that they will have a reliable
source of information from which they can learn more at home. Additionally, doctors
would not have to worry about potentially inaccurate patient self education that could
result from unregulated internet searches. In this way, the patient becomes better
educated about his condition so that he may become a partner in his own care, rather than
simply a recipient of services from the healthcare provider. Also, more educated patients
1
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3
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can make better use of their time with their physician, because they will ask better
questions and understand more of what the physician tells them during their office
appointments.4
Some patient portals actually allow the patient to access some of his medical
information in depth, by making lab results accessible through the portal. These systems
can either make the lab results instantly available to both the physician and the patient, or
they can delay posting results up to a week, pending physician approval to screen for any
significantly abnormal results.5 In general, patients react positively to the capability of
viewing lab results electronically, because it can be quicker and more informative than
hearing results from a physician or other healthcare professional in person or over the
phone. However, in one study, some patients did express that they would prefer phone
notification from a person who was educated enough to answer basic questions regarding
interpretation of results.6 So while it may be quicker to access lab results electronically,
there is the potential for confusing or alarming the patient if he is unfamiliar with data
contained in the results. However, this may not be a concern for patients with chronic
diseases, who regularly undergo the same types of tests, such as diabetic patients. Either
way, providing patients with their lab results electronically is another method of
empowering patients by providing them with information that is relevant to their
condition and care.
The most comprehensive and most controversial patient portals are those that
allow access to the entire medical record. Patients can view everything in their record
4
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including lab results, previous procedures, and even physician notes. While a majority of
healthcare providers are in favor of some of the previously mentioned levels of patient
access, physicians are still very much concerned about the idea of sharing the entire
medical record with the patient so easily.7 Currently, it is the patient’s legal right to view
their own medical record, but most institutions require a fee or a waiting period so as to
discourage unnecessary patient access. Many physicians are worried that the ease of
access proposed in the open note portals could compromise the integrity of the record by
pressuring physicians to screen what they write in order not to offend or worry the
patient. Physicians are particularly worried about having open notes when dealing with
conditions of a particularly sensitive nature such as obesity or end of life care. Although
this level of implementation has been limited thus far, in settings where it has been
introduced, both physicians and patients have responded positively. 8 Patients reported
feeling more at ease with their quality of care, and physicians noted that visits were more
efficient as a result of the patient being better prepared. Full open-note patient portals
represent a major shift in power from the current model of the patient-physician
relationship, and it may take some time for this shift to be widely accepted by the patient
and the physician.
From basic scheduling functions to full open-note access, patient portals are a
valuable tool for empowering the patient and enhancing the patient-physician
relationship.9,10,11 Patients feel more responsible for their own care as they gain more
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information about their conditions and treatments. Physicians notice that better informed
patients can make for more meaningful visit time. However, these technologies have still
not been widely implemented, and both physicians and patients have some concerns
regarding their use.
Security of EMRs and Patient Portals
One of the most prevalent concerns among patients when considering the use of
EMRs and patient portals is about the security of these new electronic systems.12,13,14,15 As
new EMRs become more widespread and increasingly networked via the internet,
security and confidentiality of the information handled by the EMR software has become
a greater concern than ever. The security of patient information has now shifted from
being entirely controlled by the healthcare provider to a shared burden of confidentiality
among the healthcare provider, the EMR software engineers, and the patients that may
now have remote access to their records. Personal health records can contain some of
peoples’ most sensitive and private information. As such, any breach in the security of
this information could have drastic consequences for the individual whose information
has been compromised.
As electronic medical records have become internet compatible through
networking and patient portals, patients have become more concerned about the security
of their sensitive health information. Popular media stories about internet security
breaches from hackers, viruses, and other sources have made many patients uneasy about
12
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the potential vulnerability of their medical records to these same problems. 16 New EMR
systems are being designed with the most rigorous security standards in mind, but it is
nearly impossible to prevent every possible type of security breach. For example, most
patient portals that allow for doctor-patient communication over the internet use
customized messaging systems that have more advanced built in security measures than
those of regular email. Additionally, physician access of records is always password
encrypted at multiple levels to ensure that only approved users have access. The Institute
of Medicine recently released a report entitled, Health IT and Patient Safety: Building
Safer Systems for Better Care, in which they examined the current status of EMR
systems.17 In the report, they recognized the need for additional oversight of healthcare IT
systems by recommending that the FDA act as a regulating agency for EMRs. Such
oversight of the currently widely unregulated industry would certainly prove helpful for
establishing privacy and security standards for all EMR systems and for alleviating public
concerns about security.
When considering the security of their electronic records, patients must now also
realize that they have a larger role than ever before. Both directly and indirectly patients
are more responsible than ever for helping to ensure the privacy of their records. When
accessing their medical information through patient portals, patients must be vigilant to
keep their user information secure so that others cannot log on to their account.
Additionally, patients accessing their records should only access these portals on their
own private computers and never on public computers or public internet connections.
Patient portals do pose a potentially large security risk, however a significant portion of
16
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that risk is directly in the hands of the patient by practicing safe methods of accessing that
information. Indirectly, patients need to be aware that even giving out information such
as their primary care providers name could provide the means for a security breach if the
records are stored electronically. Information is power for both the patient and potentially
malicious parties, and the patient now bears a greater responsibility for ensuring that his
or her health information remains private and secure.
The security and privacy of patient EMRs is an important issue that must be
addressed, because patient trust in the EMR system is so closely tied to their trust of the
physician and the quality of the patient-physician relationship. The concerns of patients
about security, whether legitimate or not, need to be answered so that patients can fully
embrace the move to full EMR implementation. If this most basic concern about the
security of their information is left unanswered, then it will be difficult if not impossible
for EMR implementation to have the desired widespread positive impact upon the
patient-physician relationship.
Reducing Medical Errors
In 1999 the Institute of Medicine released a landmark report, To Err is Human:
Building a Safer Health System, examining the prevalence and impact of medical errors.18
From adverse drug interactions to surgical errors, this report identified the sources of
many errors and called for serious changes to be implemented to reduce these
unnecessary medical errors. The Institute of Medicine followed up with another report in
2001, Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century, outlining
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some specific strategies for redesigning the healthcare system to reduce medical errors
and improve overall quality of care.19 In both of these reports, the Committee,
emphasized the important role that EMRs will play in helping to create a healthcare
system with fewer medical errors and a higher quality of care. Indeed, EMRs have shown
the ability to reduce medical errors, and in doing so, they have the potential to increase
the quality of care and improve the patient-physician relationship.
One powerful tool that has been developed to work within the scope of EMR
software is clinical decision support (CDS) systems. These systems are designed to aid
clinicians in making decisions regarding the care of patients including diagnoses,
treatment plans, and medication choices. Although these systems can encompass a wide
variety of functions, Dr. Robert Hayward of the University of Alberta has devised a
common definition: “Clinical Decision Support systems link health observations with
health knowledge to influence health choices by clinicians for improved health care.”
Clinical decision support systems attempt to utilize the vast stores of information
provided by EMRs in order to provide the best and most personalized care for any one
individual. Dr. Hayward describes this goal when he says, “Information alone does not
change practice; good decisions about information change practice.”20 Thus, in order for
EMRs to bring about the greatest increase in quality of patient care, development and
utilization of clinical decision support systems will be critical.
There is significant evidence to suggest that these clinical decision support
systems do help to increase quality of care. In one systematic review done by Garg et al.,
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100 clinical trials involving clinical decision support systems were analyzed. 21 The
clinical decision support system showed improvement of practitioner performance in
64% of the trials. Additionally, 13% of the trials showed improved patient outcomes.
Another study performed by Kawamoto et al. showed similar results.22 In their analysis of
70 trials with practitioners utilizing clinical decision support systems, 68% showed a
significant improvement in clinical practice. Clinical decision support systems represent a
great asset towards eliminating medical errors and improving quality of care. However,
with the wide variety of available features and functions, more research is needed to
determine exactly which style of CDS system provides the most benefit in terms of
quality of care.
One specific type of clinical decision support system that is relatively simple and
effective is computerized practitioner order entry (CPOE). This software application
allows practitioners to order tests and medications electronically. Also, it automatically
alerts the provider if any of the tests or medications have potentially harmful effects or
interactions that may have been overlooked for that specific patient. One study examining
the effectiveness of these CPOE systems found that alerts generated by CPOE software
altered provider ordering behavior 41.75% of the time that alerts were generated, and
approximately 25% of those alterations caused the cancellation of a potentially unsafe
order.23 These altered provider behaviors represent many potentially harmful mistakes
21
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that were corrected as a result of the CPOE alert system. While this system only screens
for relatively basic contraindications, these are just the sort of errors that are detailed
enough to be overlooked by the provider yet potentially harmful enough to result in a
serious medical error if not corrected. Widespread CPOE use as a part of a
comprehensive EMR system could help significantly to reduce the number of medical
errors that result from incorrect orders for medications and tests. Recently, congress
recognized this potential when they included CPOE capability as an essential function
under the definition of “meaningful use” in the previously discussed HITECH act of
2009.24
Computerized provider order entry is just one example of a clinical decision
support system that could help to reduce medical errors and improve quality of care.
There have been many other instantiations of CDS systems that, when incorporated into a
comprehensive EMR system, have the potential to improve quality of care in a similar
manner. Electronic prescribing of medications in the outpatient setting can help to ensure
better communication between the physician and the pharmacist, while streamlining the
entire prescribing process. Some CDS systems have been developed that help providers
analyze diagnostic results by alerting the providers of critical values or giving
suggestions for potential diagnoses.25 Other CDS systems are simply programs that easily
link specific patient treatments or diagnoses to online information in journals or
textbooks.
Additionally, different systems utilize various methods to alert providers. Alerts
can be presented in such a way that they require a provider to interact with it to either
24
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dismiss or activate it. Some alerts even require the provider to make a notation explaining
their decision to dismiss the alert if they choose to do so. Another method of showing
information from the CDS system is to build it in to the fields on screen, so that providers
can still view it without being obligated to interact with the alert and potentially disrupt
their workflow. Studies have shown that alerts that require active participation from the
provider are the most effective at modifying physician behavior. 26 Given the extensive
number of potential applications for CDS and the variety of implementation styles, it
would certainly be worthwhile to conduct more research to determine which methods of
CDS use and design prove most effective at increasing overall quality of care.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Conclusion
The widespread implementation of electronic medical records software in the
United States healthcare system has the potential to drastically alter the nature of the
patient-physician relationship. Both patients and healthcare providers alike have begun to
face new challenges in this age of electronic medicine, and they have also begun to reap
great benefits from the advancements in health information technology. The scope and
magnitude of EMR use will only increase, as government legislation calls for increased
EMR use by all healthcare providers. In order to ensure the most positive outcomes, both
healthcare providers and patients must be aware of the most important issues at hand
when utilizing an EMR system.
In the previous chapters I have discussed some of the most significant issues
concerning EMR adoption versus paper record use. Specifically, I outlined the effects of
those issues on the patient-physician relationship and quality of care. This analysis was
performed from the perspective of the healthcare provider and from the perspective of the
patient. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 below provide a visual summary of the primary advantages
and disadvantages of EMRs versus paper records as stated in the previous chapters.
Figure 4.1 corresponds to the healthcare provider’s perspective, and figure 4.2
corresponds to the patient’s perspective.
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Figure 4.1: Advantages and Disadvantages of EMRs vs. Paper Records - Healthcare Provider’s
Perspective

Paper
Records

Advantages

Disadvantages

Cost
-small up-front costs

Cost
-larger long-term clerical costs
-greater potential for billing errors
-HITECH act reimbursement cuts in 2015

Efficiency
-quick and easy
-familiar workflow
Communication
-more freely flowing patient interview
-more eye contact
-closed patient record

EMRs

Cost
-“meaningful use” incentives
-save money in clerical costs over time
-more accurate billing
Efficiency
-remote access to modify record
-much lower risk of loss/destruction
-increased productivity
Communication
-reminder to gather important data
-depends on communication style
-patient portal and education
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Efficiency
-must have physical record to work
-higher probability of losing record
-less productivity
Communication
-may miss important data points
Cost
-high up-front costs
Efficiency
-learning period for new system/workflow
Communication
-encourages “point and click” interview style
-less eye contact
-less patient-centered narrative

Figure 4.2: Advantages and Disadvantages of EMRs vs. Paper Records - Patient’s Perspective

Paper
Records

Advantages

Disadvantages

Patient Portals
-no portals, so no confusion from
physician lingo

Patient Portals
-very difficult to access record
-less physician transparency

Security
-very secure
-only one copy exists

Security
-less in office security

Reducing Medical Errors
none

EMRs

Patient Portals
-easy access to provider and health info
-better patient education
-less time wasted in the office

Reducing Medical Errors
-more errors
-less oversight of care decisions
-less information available to physician
Patient Portals
-may confuse patient
- problem w/ sensitive topics
Security
-internet access to sensitive info
-electronic record can be accessed anywhere
-patient also responsible for security

Security
-password encrypted
-no physical record exists
Reducing Medical Errors
-fewer errors
-alerts for harmful orders
-better quality of care

Reducing Medical Errors
none

While both paper records and EMRs present their own unique set of pros and
cons, based upon the this review and analysis, the advantages for EMRs appear to
outweigh the advantages of paper records. Paper records can still provide some benefits
that EMRs cannot, but as EMR systems continue to improve, EMRs should begin to
dominate this debate even further. Additionally, the disadvantages for paper records
outnumbered the disadvantages of EMRs. For both patients and providers, EMRs can
provide great benefits in terms of the patient-physician relationship and quality of care. In
its current state, the US healthcare system is enjoying many of the benefits provided by
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EMR systems. However, in order to reap the fullest benefits, some fundamental changes
in the healthcare system must be made to accommodate this fundamental shift.
The widespread implementation of EMRs has been a long time coming, and it
appears that increased technology, government legislation, and positive attitudes from
physicians and patients are encouraging signs of change which have contributed to EMR
use at levels higher than ever before. Such a dramatic shift from paper records to EMRs
will not be without its growing pains, however. Providers and patients will both
experience frustrations as all parties adjust to the EMR learning curve. This learning
period will most likely last for several years from the beginning of EMR implementation,
and it could last even longer, as the HITECH act of 2009 continues to pressure healthcare
providers nationwide to switch to using EMRs. Make no mistake about it, the transition
to EMRs from paper records represents a paradigm shift for the way that modern
medicine is conducted, however the overall effects will prove to benefit the providers and
the patients.
If the United States healthcare system is to significantly benefit from EMR use,
however, all healthcare providers and patients alike must make a commitment to
comprehensive EMR implementation. EMRs have the most positive effect on the patientphysician relationship and quality of care when the EMR system is used at a high level of
functionality. In fact, low levels of EMR use coupled with partial paper record use could
actually harm the patient-physician relationship, because such a system would be
fragmented and inefficient. “Meaningful use” standards should continue to guide
healthcare providers as they implement their EMRs, because EMR systems that fall short
of those standards fail to benefit providers and patients in the fullest way. Additionally,
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these standards should be revisited every few years to accommodate advances in
technology and design. Hopefully, the term “meaningful use” will eventually be phased
out, as the “meaningful use” standards gradually become expected as the industry
minimum.
As the healthcare industry transitions to electronic records, care should be taken
to ensure that the physicians that will be utilizing these EMRs have adequate training. In
medical schools across the country, future physicians should be informed about the
advantages and possible pitfalls of using EMRs. Some attempts have already been taken
to create models for teaching proper EMR protocol, however, more steps should be taken
to adequately prepare future professionals to embrace EMR platforms. 1 From proper
documentation techniques to exam room communication, medical students should be
taught how to make an EMR system an ally in care rather than an obstacle. Training
should incorporate EMRs seamlessly, such that new physicians are able to fully utilize
the EMR systems in place when they begin practicing medicine. Emphasis on training
future physicians to use EMR systems is absolutely critical if we are to hope to move
medicine into the electronic age.
The incredible potential for EMRs to revolutionize the healthcare industry has
been discussed in detail in the previous three chapters. Some of the tools provided by
EMRs include patient portals, computerized physician order entry, clinical decision
support systems, communication between providers, and a virtual health record.
However, all of these tools carry with them a sobering responsibility on the part of
providers and patients. We must all take care to ensure that humanity and empathy
1
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remain integral to patient care. No software or electronic tool can mimic the genuine
compassion and trust that has come to define the patient-physician relationship. The
inherent danger of this new technology, of course, is to let the technology define the
nature of the patient-physician relationship by abstracting the medicine away from the
human component. If we are vigilant to guard against the loss of compassion as we make
great strides in efficiency and data collection, then EMRs can certainly prove to be an
invaluable asset in the ongoing fight against suffering and disease.
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